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1. 3.11.2 Objectives - all

2. 3.11.3 Policies - all

3. 3.11.4.3 - FEP',s

4. 3.11.4.5 - Sub<atchment scale planning

5. 3.11.4.6 - Funding and lmplementation

6. 3.1L.4,7 - lnformation Needs

7. 3.11.4.9 - Managing the effects of urban development

8. 3.11.4.10 & 11- Monitoring

9. 3,11.4.L2 - Research and best practice

10. 3.11.5 - Rules - all

11. Table 3.11-2 and Map 3.11-2. Proposed Plan Change 1 proposes that the Mangakotukutuku Stream

catchment (No.30) be a Priority I catchment with respect to the implementation of relevant rules, specifically

that Farm Environment Plans are required to be lodged by 2020 for this catchment.

12. fthedule's A - C, 1-2

13. Definitions ol'Wetlond' and'Edoe of field mitiootion/s'



MSCGT supports the Proposed Plan Change l(PPCl) in its entirety and subfect to the amendments requested below or
other amendments cons,stent with this submission.

The reasons for our submission, general support for PPC1 and amendments as sought are contained within the
website of the MSCGI (htto://www.streamcare.ors.nzl) which sets out the vision and goals of the MSCGI, the values

of the Mangakotukutuku Stream and the threats to those values, summarised as follows.

ln a highly modified settint such as the Hamilton urban area, streams with high biodiversity values are rare, so

relatively unimpacted systems such as the streams draining the Mangakotukutuku Stream catchment assume Sreater
significance for local biodiversity. Some species found in the Mangakotukutuku Stream such as the longfin eeland
giant kokopu, are considered nationally threatened by the Department of Conservation.

The health of streams is closely linked to activfties undertaken in the catchment upstream and is why MSCGI supports

the increased regulation of catchment land uses and the restoration of stream water quality, as proposed by PPC1.

Accept the above provisions with requested amendments/additions as follows:

1. 3.11.4.5 - Sub-catchment scale planning. Sub-catchment plans be required forallsub-catchments or if not all

catchments certaanly inctudes the Mangakotukutuku Stream catchment in order to implement 3.11.4.9.

2. 3.11.4.6- Funding and lmplementation. lt is requested that the WRC establish an appropriate funding model

to fully implement the requirements of PPC1 setting out the appropriate and equitable apportionment of all

on-farm implementation costs between central government, the WRC landowners and any other relevant
party (eg potentaally including the Waikato Rfuer Authority), such that each approved FEP sets out the cost,

cost sharang arrantement and available grant assistance for all on-farm work required to comply with the
requirements of each FEP. This request is premised on the basis that the successive Governments and Local

Governments have not only condoned the present land use and its intensity, but actively supported it in most

ways imaginable over most of the lfl)rperiod of land use priorto the present day. So not only are the
'Governments' responsible for the cunent state of water quality, but the benefits of implementing PPC1

largely accrue off-site and so for both reasons it is inequitable to put the full costs (or even a large proportion

of costs) of complying with PPC1 onto landowners.

3. 3.11.4.9 - Managing the effects of urban development - part b) requires that the WRC ....'When undertoking
sub-cotchment scole plonning under Method 3.77,4,5 in urbon sub-catchments engoge with urbon

communities to roise oworeness ol woter quality rirsues, ond to identifu ond implement effective solutions lor
the urbon context.' While this sounds good in principle, under sec 3.11.4.5 sub-catchment plans are not
mandatory or proposed to be necessarily prepared anywhere. Under this provision urban communlties are

required to be tngaged with'. lt as requested the term 'engaged with' be changed to'consulted'and that the
term 'urban communities' be broadened to explicitly require that groups such as MSCG! be consulted with in
respect to the preparation of any sub-catchment plan within the Mangakotukutuku Stream catchment.

4. Table 3.11-2 and Map 3.11-2. Proposed Plan Change 1 proposes that the Mangakotukutuku Stream

catchment (No.30) be a Priority l catchment with respect to the implementation of relevant rules, specifically

that Farm Environment Plans are required to be lodged by 2020 for this catchment. Any request or proposal

to reduce the praority of Mangakotukutuku Stream catchment (No.30) or delay the required for FEP's is

opposed.

5. Protection of remaininp wetlands and sullv seeps and new incentives to encoura8e the creation
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6.

/reinstatement of wetland areas - new and stronger regulatory protection is required to protect all remaining

wetlands and gully seeps given the extent of their loss from the landscape and the relatively high ability of
these areas (proportional to their areal extent) in ameliorating contaminant loads, role in regulating surface

flows and potential biodiversity benefits. Funding incentives to create/reinstate wetland areas on privately

owned land should be at the highest level possible (i.e. 100% of the costl, given their potential impoftance in

achieving the objectives of PPC1

Definition of 'wetland' - The WRP definition of 'wetland' has no reference to spatial extent and relies on the

area in question '....suppofting o notural ecosystem of plants ond onimols odopted to wet conditions'. This

definition is problematic for a number of reasons, particularly in relation to the stock exclusion requirements'
for example, if a wetland has been grazed heavily/repeatedly by a mob of cows it becomes a 'bog' being of
littfe resemblance to ',,.o noturol ecosystem of plonb ond onimols odopted to wet conditions', but it could still
be a potentially important contaminant trapping/mitigation zone. The wetland definition requires both
wetland plants 49! wetland animals, so technically (ie legally) if you have one or the other (but not both) then
the area is not a wetland as defined presently, Additionally, small spring seeps which are permanently wet

and importance sourcesAinks for contamanants may contain no wetland plants/animals followed repeated
grazing so these areas would also not be a wetland as defined presently. The Beef+Lamb Land and

Environment Plan Guidelines state lhal ...'Wetlonds con include bogs, wet gully bottoms, swomps ond seeps

thot contoin or chonnel woter some or oll of the time.' lt is requested that the definition of wetland be

amended to read as follows - Wettond includes permanently or intermittently wet areos, shollow woter, ond
lond woter morgins that support @ plonts ffi thot ore odopted to wet
conditions ond mov include boqs, wet oullv bottons. swamos ond *epg
For the purpose of PPCI perhaps the definition of 'wetlands' should also include reference to the
contaminant mitigating function of these areas, although that crosses somewhat into the existing 'Edge of
lield mitigotion/s: mitigotion octions or technologies to reduce loss of contominonts from form lond by

interuening ot edge ol lield either on or off-form, ond includes constructed wetlonds, sedimentotion ponds ond
detention bunds.'This definition is considered to be far too narrow and excludes actions which may be taken

around bogs, wet gully bottoms, swamps and seeps to improve their contaminant mitigating potentaal.

It is suggested that the term 'Edge of field mitigotlon/s' needs to be significant widened to address this issue

and/orcreate a new term/definition that specifically relates to the function that these areas have in reducing

contaminant losses to offsite surface waters, eg'Contominont Mitlgation Zone' - Permonently or
intermittently wet oreos, shallow woter, bogs, wet gutly bottoms, swomps ond seeps which have the potentiol

to reduce losses of contominonts from lorm lond to surfoce woter.'

tn summary, it is requested that tlre definition ot'Wetlond' and 'Edge of field mffigotion/s'be amended and

that a new term'Contominont Mitigotion Zone'be considered with consequentaal changes required to the
related PPC1 provisions to refer to this term as a means of implementing reductions in contaminant losses to
surface water, as set out above.
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